L.A. METAL LM7

Heavy metal stands for power, high speed and punchy rhythm, and of course, heavily distorted guitars. Everything depends on the right sound, a sound that seemed to be out of reach of any effect device available. Those days were over. For now there is an effecter that has it all: the hardest and hottest distortion for clearly defined rhythm parts as well as warm solos. There is no heavy metal job the IBANEZ LM7 L.A. METAL can't handle. Here's an effecter that will blow your head off.

SPECIFICATIONS
- INPUT IMPEDANCE: 500 KΩ
- OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 1 KΩ
- MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL: -2.0 V
- MAXIMUM GAIN: +60 dB
- EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE: -110 dB (RI:10)
- POWER SUPPLY: ONE 9V BATTERY (S-000P/ALKALINE) OR AC ADAPTER
- POWER REQUIREMENT: 7 mA (DC 9 V)
- SIZE: 125 (D) x 70 (W) x 54 (H) mm
- WEIGHT: 380 g
- OPTION: AC109 9V AC ADAPTER